Social Impact: People and Places

Want to learn more about the organizations, networks and people that rolling up their sleeves to strengthen our communities? The mission-based world is full of great resources, and if you’re just getting started, it can be hard to find the right resources and networks for you. We pulled together a snapshot of our favorites to take some of the work off your plate. Enjoy, and let us know what others you find!

The Skills-Based Scoop

- Business Doing Good
- Common Impact: The CSR Scoop
- Cone: Prove Your Purpose
- Fast Company: Hit the Ground Running
- Huffington Post: Purpose + Profit
- Human Capital Blog
- Just Means
- Nonprofit Quarterly
- npEngage
- Stanford Social Innovation Review
- The Aspen Institute Business & Society
- The Guardian: Sustainable Business
- Triple Pundit
- WeSpire: Weekly News Roundup

People and Places

- Young Nonprofit Professionals Network (YNPN)
- Net Impact
- National Council of Nonprofits
- The Foundation Center
- US Chamber of Commerce Foundation
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